Bronchoscopic-directed diagnosis of peripheral lung lesions suspicious for cancer.
Bronchoscopic techniques have come a long way in diagnosing peripheral lung lesions suspicious for cancer. Following in the footsteps of gastrointestinal endoscopy. bronchoscopy has become more useful in diagnosing lesions previously thought to be unreachable. The procedure has required miniaturization of the tools used for diagnosis and, as these tools become more sophisticated, bronchoscopists are better able to reach these lesions noninvasively. EBUS has allowed biopsy and penetration with direct visualization of the needle as it enters the lesion. Although EBUS has been used extensively in diagnosing and staging mediastinal lymph nodes, the authors believe this technique has great promise in diagnosing peripheral lung lesions not visualized by fluoroscopy. Electromagnetic navigation adds an entire new dimension to the field of bronchoscopy. The ability to navigate through the bronchial tree in three dimensions and the locatable guide, which is steerable, allow the bronchoscopist to reach peripheral lesions with great success. This technology has great promise in not only diagnosing peripheral lung lesions with greater accuracy, but also may provide a means for therapeutic interventions through this minimally invasive technique. Patients with peripheral lung lesions may now be diagnosed more reliable through endoscopic techniques, avoiding unnecessary surgery in many cases.